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This study is a survey of public community college 

speech programs in Texas. An investigation of the litera-

ture revealed that only three similar studies had been 

made concerning Texas junior colleges. 

A questionnaire inquiring into the overall speech 

program, the course offerings, the faculty, the funda-

mentals course, extracurricular activities, non-credit 

courses, content characteristics of speech courses, and 

attendance policies was sent to the speech directors of 

the sixty-four public community/junior colleges in Texas. 

Replies were received from forty-three schools, forty-two 

of which reported having speech offerings in their college 

curricula. 

Chapter One explains the purposes and problem of 

the study, pre-sents definitions of key terms, and states 

the significance of the study to the field. 

Chapter Two reviews previous studies and related 

literature, and Chapter Three gives a description of the 

questionnaire, the procedures for data collection, and 

the procedures for data analysis, followed by a question-



by-question tabultion of the course offerings and content, 

faculty information, extracurricular activities, and at-

tendance policies in the speech departments of the public 

community colleges. 

Chapter Four concludes the study by reviewing the 

current status of public community college speech programs 

in Texas and making recommendations for the improvement 

of these speech programs. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1968, Joseph Cosand, a leading community college 

educator, observed that fifty new two-year colleges were 

being established each year (3, p. 134). These colleges, 

usually referred to as community colleges, represent a new 

dimension in higher education in the United States. In 

many respects, they are unlike traditional institutions 

of higher education and are not well understood by those 

in other areas of higher education. The mission of com-

munity colleges encompasses an attempt to satisfy most of 

the educational needs of the community that are not met by 

other educational institutions. 

Community colleges are frequently misunderstood be-

cause they have neither tradition nor parallel in higher 

education. Their arrival has been described without 

heraldry. 

As newcomers in the field of education, they 
lack the status and prestige of the older four-year 
institutions. Academic snobs tend to view them as 
a last resort--the public community colleges for 
dullards, a handful of fancy junior colleges as 
finishing schools renamed (3, p. 136). 

Understanding of community colleges will develop as more 

persons come into contact with them and as researchers 



explain their purposes and programs to the educational 

community. 

The development of American community colleges in 

the twentieth century is a widely recognized phenomenon. 

The decade from 1960 to 1970 marked an unprecedented period 

of increasing enrollment and development for community 

colleges in the state of Texas (5). Most recent figures 

have shown Texas to be the second largest state in the 

nation in number of community colleges (4, p. 95). This 

rapid growth has allowed little time for introspection, 

and research has lagged far behind the community colleges 

and their programs. One program that has been a part of 

this period of great expansion, the speech program, is 

the subject of this dissertation. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this investigation is to survey several 

aspects of public community college speech programs in 

Texas. These aspects are (1) general data on the depart-

ment, (2) extensiveness of the program, (3) connection 

with senior colleges, (4) data on courses, (5) data on 

faculty, (6) procedures in the beginning speech courses, 

(7) extracurricular activities, (8) non-credit courses, 

(9) class attendance, and (10) rationale for the speech 

program in a public community college in Texas. 



Purposes of the Study 

The purposes of the study are (1) to investigate and 

examine the speech programs of one branch of the educa-

tional system--the public community college in Texas--

because of its rapid growth and the present move toward 

community college attendance; (2) to identify the current 

status in departmental organization, program extensiveness, 

liaison with senior colleges, faculty, courses, instruc-

tional procedures, activities, and class attendance; (3) 

to compare these factors with no distinction made as to 

size or location of the college; and (4) to provide data 

which community colleges can use in evaluating their in-

dividual speech programs during this period of overall rapid 

growth and development, but decline of certain community 

college programs. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions indicate the meaning of 

several key terms which are used frequently throughout 

the study. 

Community /junior college--a two-year public institution 

of higher education offering instruction adapted to the needs 

of the community in which it is located in content, level, 

and schedule. Offerings usually include a transfer cur-

riculum (credits transferable toward a bachelor's degree), 



occupational (or terminal) curricula, general education, 

and adult education (1, p. 16). 

Speech program--all areas traditionally associated 

with the field of speech, including, but not limited to, 

fundamentals, speech communication, theater, public 

speaking, interpretation, radio and television, speech 

and hearing disorders, forensics, debate, and speech edu-

cation. 

Staff for the speech program--all persons whose major 

responsibility in the community college is in one or more 

of the areas traditionally associated with the field of 

speech. Staff thus includes persons who teach basic speech 

courses, other speech courses, and theater courses, or 

those primarily in forensics or theater production activi-

ties . 

Background and Significance of the Study 

The case for the need for additional information in 

the area of community colleges, and in the field of speech 

in particular, can be supported from many sources. Karl 

Wallace, in his study A History of Speech Education in 

America, recognized the importance of continued research 

in all areas of speech education: "Before a final history 

of speech education can be prepared, we need the work of 

many future scholars who will furnish the facts as to who 

taught what, and where and how" (10, p. v). The present 



study gathers and analyzes data to help furnish some of 

those needed facts. In particular, the data gathered in 

this study will provide individual community colleges in 

Texas with information which can be used to compare their 

speech programs with others in the state. 

Research of various speech and educational indices 

revealed numerous studies in the area of speech in the 

junior/community colleges, although only three had direct 

bearing on Texas. In the fall of 1973, Cheryl Hamilton, 

of Tarrant County Junior Colleges, conducted a survey of 

Texas junior and senior college speech programs for 

which she gave three reasons: (1) to enable Tarrant County 

Junior College speech faculty to revise their programs 

in a beneficial manner; (2) to find data to convince both 

administrators and the Texas Coordinating Board that changes 

were needed; and (3) to determine how closely junior and 

senior college speech programs paralleled. This study 

dealt with the course offerings and some course content 

on the freshman and sophomore levels, concentrating on 

the basic speech course, which was analyzed as to name, 

content, future changes, elective or requirement for non-

majors, class size, and classroom methods (7, p. 1). 

Another study in the summer of 1974 by Marita Duesler 

of Baylor University discussed the general trends of speech 

programs in the two-year colleges of Texas, showing the 



changes that have come about as a result of these trends 

and making recommendations for the future (5, p. 1). 

A much earlier study in 1957 by Ernestine O'Brien, 

West Texas State College, had concentrated on an analysis 

of the importance of speech in a report on the evaluation 

of Amarillo Junior College (9, p. 1). 

At the national level, the Speech Communication Asso-

ciation of America recognized the need for more attention 

to the emerging community colleges. In November, 1975, 

a special conference was held in Denver, Colorado, to 

discuss and deal with problems and issues germane to the 

community college speech program. As a result of this 

meeting and a previous annual convention in 1971, the 

SCA commissioned a standing committee to continually ex-

plore, examine, and eliminate problems at the community 

college level (8, p. 9). According to JoAnn Graham (6) 

and Diana Corley (2), who were instrumental in the SCA 

committee development and initiation, this is the kind of 

action and information that speech education professionals 

in community colleges need. 

In summary, the need for this study is focused in 

three areas: (1) the data provide speech faculty with 

beneficial information which can be used to revise their 

speech curricula; (2) in a time when public community 

college enrollments are increasing, stabilizing, and 



declining at a high rate, the information can be used to 

persuade administrators and the Texas Coordinating Board 

of changes that are necessary for the survival or removal 

of the community college speech program; and (3) the in-

formation provides insight into the present status and 

practices among community colleges in Texas pertaining to 

the speech program. This is not only a significant con-

tribution to the literature of speech education, but also 

to the literature of community college education. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Investigations of various publications revealed 

numerous studies in the area of speech, in the community 

and junior colleges, although only three had significance 

for Texas. These studies, mentioned in Chapter I, were 

those written by Ernestine O'Brien, Cheryl Hamilton, and 

Marita Duesler. All three dealt with both public and 

private institutions in the study sample. Also, two were 

quite limited in the scope of information sought. Part, 

if not all, of the limited nature of previous research 

can be traced back to the inconspicuous beginnings of the 

community college, and it is from the beginning that the 

related literature review must begin. 

For the first half of the twentieth century, these 

two-year institutions enrolled small numbers of students 

within the total college enrollment in the country. Be-

cause they seemed not to be in the mainstream of the 

educational development of the country, these colleges 

attracted little attention from scholars and critics. 

As one writer recently observed, "[The] two-year college, 

despite the history of more than half a century, has only 

within the last ten years emerged as a significant 

10 
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contributor to the educational process" (4, p. 2). When 

enrollment began to grow at a rapid rate in the 1960s, 

research projects investigating these colleges and their 

educational programs increased. 

The emerging community colleges attracted both praise 

and criticism from observers. John W. Gardner stated, 

"The greatest American educational invention of the 

twentieth century is the two-year community college" (9, 

pp. 95-96). Conversely, a Ford Foundation Task Force 

report published a less complimentary assessment. 

The junior college scenario is thus one of the 
transformation of the community institutions into 
amorphous, bland, increasingly large, increasingly 
State-dominated, two-year institutions which serve 
a number of interests other than that of their own 
students (22, p. 59). 

In the midst of its defenders and attackers, and a large 

number of disinterested parties, the community college 

continued to grow as it entered the 1970s. The time had 

arrived for introspection, for evaluation of the educa-

tional programs offered by the community college. To 

assess the current status of speech programs in the com-

munity colleges of Texas, it is helpful to return to 

earlier studies on the subject. 

Studies of Speech Programs in Community Colleges 

Courses in speech in the junior college were offered 

in the early days of junior college history. In a 1921 
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survey of junior colleges, Leonard Koos (15) reported that 

speech was a part of the curriculum, and an average of 

2.9 semester hours of credit was offered. Two surveys, 

completed in 1924 and 1928, were reported in a study in 

Quarterly Journal of Speech in 1931. This study also 

represented the first attempt to survey speech programs 

in the junior colleges in a comprehensive manner. In 

the study J. Richard Bietry (3, p. 206) reported informa-

tion on departmental organization, staff, courses, objec-

tives, extracurricular activities, and other related 

areas. Bietry indicated a growth in the average number 

of semester hours in speech from 2.9 in 1931 to 10.6 in 

1938 (3, p. 206). His analysis is the most comprehensive 

survey of speech from the early period of junior college 

development. Ten years passed before publication of 

another study of speech programs in junior colleges. 

The lack of publications in the area can be considered 

evidence of general disinterest in speech education on 

the part of researchers. 

Meanwhile, another study, published in 1931, investi-

gated the junior college as an institution, rather than 

the speech program in particular. In this study, Walter 

Eells (7, p. 489) reported that the average number of 

semester hours of speech was 6.2. 
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The next survey that emphasized speech in junior col-

leges was a project of the Works Progress Administration. 

It was completed in 1938 and was reported in the Quarterly 

Journal of Speech. Sylvia Mariner undertook this survey 

to provide information to guide the development of speech 

programs in junior colleges in the state of Oklahoma. 

Mariner (17) reported general information about speech 

programs in junior colleges. She also presented specific 

information in several areas: forensics, reading and 

dramatics, radio speech, and extracurricular speech ac-

tivities. She observed that "speech activities are out-

standing in a large number of junior colleges," and "there 

is a growing consciousness on the part of speech teachers 

and administrators that greater emphasis should be placed 

on speech activities" (17, p. 239). In reference to 

junior colleges that had not developed adequate speech 

programs, Mariner reported that a lack of time and money 

seemed to be the causal factors (17, p. 239). 

In 1941 Arthur Brewington completed a study entitled 

"A Survey of Speech Education in the American Junior 

College." His purpose was to describe the speech cur-

riculum in junior colleges and to analyze and describe 

the current practices of teaching speech in the junior 

college (5). To indicate the need for his study, 

Brewington observed, 
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The rapid growth of the American junior college 
in the last forty years has made it necessary to 
determine more definitely the functions it is tô  
perform in our system of education and to establish 
the field in which it is to operate (5, p. 1). 

It is noteworthy that Brewington referred to the rapid 

growth of junior colleges as early as 1941. He reported 

speech programs in junior colleges were growing in impor-

tance, and between 1924 and 1940 the average number of 

semester hours in speech in public and private junior col-

leges increased from 3.0 to 9.0. The two largest areas 

of study, according to Brewington, were public speaking 

and dramatics. He also reported that public junior col-

leges offered an average of 12.71 semester hours of 

speech. Brewington commented that the objective of the 

junior college speech course seemed to be terminal in 

nature rather than preparatory as it was in the univer-

sity (5, p. 13). In his study, Brewington provided an 

overview of speech programs in junior colleges in the 

period immediately prior to World War II. 

Another survey of speech in junior colleges, published 

in 1943, reported the average semester hours of speech 

credit had decreased to 8.6 (16, p. 499). In this study, 

P. Merville Larson attributed the decrease in enrollment 

to the war. Larson also reviewed the literature on speech 

education in junior colleges, which prompted him to 

report that scholars and educators in the field of speech 
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were indifferent to speech programs in junior colleges 

(16, p. 499). 

Approximately twenty-four years passed before another 

national survey of speech in junior colleges was under-

taken and completed. This period included two of the 

years of World War II and the post-war period, during 

which most of the energy and attention of the country 

were devoted to other tasks. During this period the 

comprehensive community college replaced the junior col-

lege as the major two-year educational institution in 

the United States. 

In 1967, Carolyn M. Roberts completed a thesis en-

titled "A Survey of Speech Education in United States 

Junior Colleges." Roberts stated that her study was 

designed to examine the current status of specific as-

pects of speech education in all junior colleges in the 

United States (24, p. vii). The aspects that Roberts 

investigated were the availability and kinds of speech 

courses, the departmentalization of the speech programs, 

and the staff. Roberts mailed a one-page questionnaire 

to 837 junior colleges, the total number of two-year 

colleges in operation at the time of her study. She 

reported that 544 colleges, 65 per cent of the total, 

returned usable questionnaires. According to the 

respondents, speech courses were usually located in the 
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English department, with the second most frequent location 

being speech departments. Roberts also stated that 32 per 

cent of the colleges responding did not employ a full-

time speech teacher, and 48 per cent of all junior college 

speech teachers were employed part-time (24, p. 96). 

Another study, completed in 1968, has not been pub-

lished, but was made available through the national office 

of the Speech Communication Association. This study, 

"Speech in the Junior Colleges of Our Fifty States and 

the District of Columbia," was completed by Marceline 

Erickson of Voorheen College. She surveyed the speech 

courses offered in junior colleges, using college cata-

logues as sources of information. Erickson (8) divided 

the country into four regions, representing each of the 

nation's regional speech associations. She included a 

course-by-course listing in tabular form, indicating how 

many junior colleges offered each specific course in 

each region of the country. Erickson's survey revealed 

that the most prevalent speech course in junior colleges 

was public speaking, and she concluded that speech in 

the junior college is a "level of education which offers 

opportunity for almost boundless additional research" 

(8). The limitation of Erickson's study was that it 

emphasized only the courses reported by college cata-

logues. But the information given about these courses 
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was thorough; Erickson provided an overview of what was 

listed in speech in junior college catalogues in 1968. 

The next survey of speech programs in community col-

leges was completed in 1969, and reported in the January, 

1970, issue of the Speech Teacher. In this article, 

"Speech and Theatre in Public Community Colleges 1968-69," 

Anita Taylor reported on speech and theatre courses, on 

the level of the courses, on the hours of credit offered, 

and on the intercollegiate debate programs in the colleges 

included in her study. Taylor used catalogues and ques-

tionnaires as sources of information and included in her 

study a limited number of states rather than the entire 

country. She selected states "which led their region of 

the country in community college development" (28, p. 62). 

These states were California, Texas, Illinois, Ohio, 

New York, and Florida. 

Taylor drew the following conclusions in her report: 

(1) courses offered are primarily in the univer-
sity parallel curriculum; (2) colleges within each 
state seem to resemble each other; (3) there is great 
disparity of courses offered from one region of the 
country to another; (4) the staff teaching speech and 
theatre is limited and the schools are small (28, 
p. 67). 

Taylor also concluded little innovation seemed evident in 

the speech programs in community colleges (28, p. 67). 

Taylor provided an overview of speech courses being 

offered in community colleges in the selected states, but 
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her study was limited in several ways. The colleges were 

selected from states where community college development 

was well advanced; thus the results would probably differ 

from a survey that included all states. The study was 

based primarily on information related to the courses. 

Another limitation was that Taylor included all community 

and junior colleges in the selected states in her study. 

This approach tended to diminish the significance of 

very small community and junior colleges, including new 

institutions that had not yet developed speech programs 

and staff. 

The only major study that attempted to yield compre-

hensive data on speech programs in community and junior 

colleges in recent years was Roy Berko's dissertation, 

"Speech Programs at Co-educational Community-Junior Col-

leges." Berko stated that the purpose of his study was 

to "help fill a gap in present educational information by 

collecting, tabulating, analyzing, and evaluating data 

concerning speech education in community-junior colleges" 

(2, p. 5). To gather his data, Berko used an exhaustive 

sixty-seven-page questionnaire mailed to a random sample 

of 172 coeducational institutions of the two-year cate-

gory in the United States. Berko had a 63 per cent return 

on his questionnaire. Berko reported information in the 
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following areas: courses, teaching, administrative 

structure, staff, extracurricular programs, equipment, 

community services, testing methods, program evaluation, 

national organization membership, recent changes, in-

fluence of four-year institutions, student attitudes, 

research, and scholarship funds (2, p. 7). He also 

included observations and recommendations based on his 

own experiences as a teacher and supervisor of speech 

programs in the community college. 

In his effort to report on all public coeducational 

junior colleges, Berko did not provide information that 

can be applied to any specific kind or size of two-year 

college. His study was limited by the attempt to include 

all public coeducational junior colleges, regardless of 

whether they were large enough to support a speech pro-

gram, or whether they ascribed to a comprehensive com-

munity college philosophy. 

Improving on Berko's original design, Arthur C. 

Meyer (18) completed a dissertation study in 1973 which 

sought to survey the community colleges in the United 

States. Meyer's main concern was with the enrollment 

trends among the 327 community colleges he surveyed, 

even though the results of his study covered the same 

areas as the previous studies of Berko, Taylor, Roberts, 

and Erickson. However, Meyer did attempt to add a new 
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dimension to his study in that he compared the schools he sur-

veyed not only across regions, as Erickson and Taylor had done, 

but also across size groups , as Berko had done. The unique ele-

ment here is the use of statistical tests to make the comparisons. 

The questionnaire used by Meyer, which contained only 

sixty-four items, was also much shorter than any one that had 

been used to date for a survey of community colleges. The re-

sults of such a questionnaire were phenomenal in that many 

trends were exposed among the colleges surveyed. Meyer found 

that the answers to the questions show speech programs in commun-

ity colleges to be attempting to create vital and viable links 

between "academia" and the "real world" and show them to be (1) 

practically oriented, (2) student centered, and (3) flexible 

in design (18). 

In addition to the research previously mentioned, 

several studies on limited aspects of speech programs in 

community colleges have been completed. In the fall of 

1972, Darlyn and Andrew VJolvin, of Prince George Com-

munity College and the University of Maryland, respec-

tively, described how a speech communication curriculum 

can be developed to fit the functions of a community 

college (30). They offered suggestions in the areas 

of transfer, career education, and community services 

for the junior college. In the same year Bernice Sherman, 

of Farmingdale Agricultural and Technical School, 
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discussed the need to improve communication skills in 

junior colleges for all students (26). 

Kurt R. Schmeller, Queensborough Community College, 

also stated in the fall, 1972, issue of Today's Speech 

that speech programs should facilitate the upward mobility 

of students by teaching them interpersonal and small group 

speech skills (25). William P. Thompson, Corning Commun-

ity College, explained the school's speech program in an 

article from the same issue of Today's Speech. Thompson 

stated that speech helps people respond more readily to 

others (29). 

In September, 1971, the Speech Teacher published an 

article by Theodore A. Hopf of Washington State University 

which investigated the idea of teaching oral communication 

to disadvantaged students in a junior college (11, p. 208). 

The bases for Hopf's investigation were two articles that 

appeared in the Quarterly Journal of Speech in June, 1933. 

These articles, by Irene Hoch (10) and Russell Johnston 

(12), respectively, dealt with the aims of speech training 

and the activities of speech programs in junior colleges. 

In more recent years, the Junior College Journal pub-

lished an article by Win Kelley, Citrus College, Cali-

fornia, in the April, 1970, issue, discussing the status, 

trends, and innovations in speech in California's com-

munity colleges (14). Kelley continued his research, and 
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in September of 1970, the Speech Teacher published another paper 

on the same subject (13) . In this study Kelley explored the ju-

nior colleges of California in the aspects of speech programs , 

department structure, policies, and procedures. This seminal 

and significant study was a follow-up replication of a study 

done by Ben Padrow only eleven years earlier in which a less re-

liable survey instrument had been used (20) . 

Thus far the review of literature has demonstrated 

that most studies on community/junior college speech pro-

grams were completed during the height of their development. 

Furthermore, the evidence has shown that a large percentage 

of these studies have been done in conjunction with 

graduate research by various investigators. 

In 1971, Donald Nance investigated the speech and 

drama programs of community and junior colleges in North 

Carolina for his master's thesis at the University of 

North Carolina (19). A year prior to this, David Sleeper, 

of Michigan State University, did a study for his master's 

degree on braodcasting curricula in community colleges (27). 

And, in 1969, Nancy Renkiewicz examined remedial speech 

programs in junior colleges of California for her master's 

degree at California State colleges (21). 

Still another survey of a state's junior colleges' 

speech curricula was made in 1966 by Kathleen Rice, 

including both public and private junior colleges in 
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Kansas (23). This study was conducted for her master's 

degree at Kansas State College. 

In 1964, John Coufal of the University of Redlands 

studied and constructed a syllabus for a fundamentals 

course of speech in junior colleges for his master's 

thesis (6). Four years earlier, RoyA. Beck, Southern 

Illinois University, reported on the status of speech 

education in the junior colleges of Illinois for his 

master's thesis (1). 

In summary, the literature reviewed in this chapter 

reveals a deep interest in the community college as a 

significant and growing force in higher education, and 

limited research on speech programs in community and 

junior colleges in the state of Texas. Although several 

researchers have given tremendous attention to other 

states and regions, none has really concentrated on 

Texas' public community colleges as a distinct entity. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

Description of the Questionnaire 

The survey questionnaire used for this study (see 

Appendix A) consisted of thirty-five objective-type ques-

tions which could be answered by a check mark or a brief 

written response. The questionnaire was divided into 

eight sections. Questions 1 through 8 dealt with the 

overall speech program, and questions 9 through 12 con-

sidered the courses offered in the program. The next 

eleven questions concerned the faculty. Three questions 

on the fundamentals course came next, followed by five 

questions about extracurricular activities. Questions 

32 and 33 dealt with non-credit courses, question 34 asked 

for the factors included in the speech curriculum, and 

question 35 dealt with the attendance policy. 

Procedures for Data Collection 

The following steps were employed in the research of 

this study: 

1. Criteria were specified for selection of colleges 

in this study. These criteria were as follows: that the 

colleges be public, that they offer both transfer and 

27 
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terminal programs, and that they be coeducational. A total 

of sixty-four Texas community colleges met these criteria. 

2. The questionnaire was mailed to speech depart-

ment chairpersons at the sixty-four selected public 

community colleges in Texas. The names and addresses for 

these colleges and chairpersons were obtained from the 

current Speech Communication Association Directory (1). 

3. Upon the return of forty-two questionnaires, or 

over 65 per cent of those distributed, the data were anal-

yzed and reported in tables of percentages, ranges, and 

frequencies. Contiguous to the tables are interpretations 

of the data taken from the information provided by the 

study. 

Procedures for Data Analysis 

The data from the returned questionnaires were counted, 

tabulated, and recorded by hand and desk calculator. Only 

mean averages, frequencies, and ranges were necessary for 

the majority of the items in the questionnaire. Where 

more open-ended questions were asked (i.e., "explain 

briefly, "comment," etc.), a summary of respondent com-

ments was compiled which corresponded to the specific 

survey item. 
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The Survey Results 

The results of the survey are given question by ques-

tion, beginning with the questions concerning overall 

speech programs. All percentages are rounded to the 

nearest tenth of a per cent. Each percentage is based 

upon the number of answers received to the particular 

question or part of the question. 

Question 1: Do you offer speech training in your 
school? 

Of the schools surveyed, 67.2 per cent returned the 

questionnaire. Of those replying, 97.7 per cent offered 

speech in their curriculum; 2.3 per cent did not. 

Question 2: What is the official name of your depart-
ment? If included in another department or a part 
of a general department, please give its official 
name. 

Forty-two schools replied to this question; 38 per 

cent stated that the speech department was under another 

department. The speech department names are presented 

in Table I. 

The major departments named by the 38 per cent of 

responding colleges whose speech courses were offered 

under other department names are shown in Table II. 
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TABLE I 

OFFICIAL NAMES OF SPEECH DEPARTMENTS IN TEXAS 
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Department Name 

Communications 
Speech Communication 
Speech and Drama 
Drama and Speech 
Speech and Theater 

Fine Arts 
English/Speech 
Arts and Humanities 
Communication Arts 

Number of 
Schools 

Percentage 

35.7 
2 8 . 6 

21 .4 
4 .8 
4 .8 
2 .4 
2 . 4 

TABLE II 

NAMES OF DEPARTMENTS OFFERING SPEECH COURSES 
IN SIXTEEN TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Major Department Number of 
Schools 

Percentage 

Division of Communication 
or Communication Division/ 
Fine Arts 

English/Speech 
Division of Fine Arts/Speech 
Department of Fine Arts 
Department of Communications 
Humani ties/Communi cat ions 

62.7 
12.5 

6 .3 
6 .3 
6 .3 
6 .3 
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Question 3: How long has your school s speech program 
been in existence? 

Table III shows that the forty-two speech programs 

that replied were fairly equally distributed among three 

age ranges. One program reported being almost sixty years 

old. The years of existence of the speech programs are 

presented in Table III. 

TABLE III 

YEARS OF EXISTENCE OF SPEECH PROGRAMS 
IN TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Years of Existence Percentage 
of Schools 

0-5 11.9 
6-10 . 2 3 • 8 

11-15 23.8 
21-30 26.2 
Older 1 4 

Question 4: Is your overall program primarily skills 
oriented, primarily communication theory oriented, 
or something else? 

The majority of the speech programs responding (64.3 

per cent) were oriented to a combination of both skills 

and communication theory, 35.7 per cent of the speech 

programs were still primarily skills oriented, and none 

of the schools was mainly communication theory oriented. 

Question 5: Is an associate degree offered in speech? 
If so, what are the required courses in speech to 
meet this degree? 
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Most of the schools questioned did not offer an 

associate degree in speech (66.7 per cent), whereas 33.3 

per cent did offer such a degree. Of those offering an 

associate degree, 92.9 per cent required both oral inter-

pretation and voice and articulation, but only 78.6 re-

quired fundamentals of speech. Public speaking and small 

group/discussion were included in 64.3 per cent and 42.9 

of the degree requirements, respectively. Forensics work-

shop was required by 50 per cent for the associate degree. 

Debate, interpersonal communication/relations, and business 

and professional speaking were each cited as requirements 

by 35.7 per cent of the speech programs offering associate 

degrees. Persuasion and parliamentary procedure were re-

quired by 21.4 per cent and 7.1 per cent, respectively. 

Question 6: Approximate the percentage of the fol-
lowing classifications of students enrolled in speech 
classes: freshmen, sophomores, and special. 

The average enrollment in the speech classes of the 

Texas public community colleges was 53.3 per cent fresh-

men, 37.8 per cent sophomores, and 1.4 per cent special. 

Table IV shows how many were cited in each range. The 

numbers in the appropriate columns signify the number of 

schools answering in each percentage range. 
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TABLE IV 

CLASSIFICATIONS OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPEECH 
COURSES IN TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Range in 
Percentages 

Freshmen Sophomores Special 

0-10 3 3 2 

11-20 , • • • 
2 

21-30 , . 9 • • 

31-40 7 15 
41-50 10 10 
51-60 11 5 
61-70 2 • • 

71-80 9 • 

81-90 • • • 

Question 7: Is your program oriented towards the pos-
sible continuance of the student in a senior college? 

The majority (88 per cent) of those colleges respond-

ing said their speech program was oriented towards senior 

college continuation. Only 7.1 per cent expressed an 

orientation toward non-continuance of the student in a 

senior college. However, 4.8 per cent explained that 

their program was geared toward both continuing and 

non-continuing students. 

Question 8: Do you have any problems arise when a 
student transfers to a senior college? If yes, ex-
plain briefly. 

Only 4.8 per cent of the respondents had any problems 

arise in transfers to senior colleges, while 95.2 per 

cent did not have any problems. Those answering that 
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there were problems stated that the upper level courses 

(i.e., oral interpretation, discussion, debate, etc.) 

in the junior college did not coincide with the senior 

college courses of the same title and description in 

difficulty or content. Along these lines, oral inter-

pretation was the most frequently mentioned course. 

The next section of questions concerned the courses 

offered in the speech programs of the community colleges. 

Question 9_: How many courses do you offer in all?^ 
How many courses are in the following areas: public 
speaking, discussion and debate, communication 
theory, oral interpretation, radio-television, 
drama, voice and diction, speech therapy, and 
any others? 

The average number of courses offered by the public 

community colleges x»7as nine. Table V shows the number of 

courses offered by the schools responding to the question-

naire . 

TABLE V 

NUMBER OF SPEECH COURSES OFFERED BY TEXAS 
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Total Number Percentage 
of Courses Schools 

1-3 H.9 
4-6 33.3 
7-9 i6-7 

10-12 9.5 
13-15 H.9 
16-18 9.5 
19-20 4.8 
21-Above 2.4 
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The forty-two schools responding offered a variety of 

speech courses which totaled 378. The two courses listed 

most often were drama (121 out of 378 courses) and public 

speaking (66 of the 378 courses). Oral interpretation and 

voice and diction were the least common courses (each with 

37 of the 378 courses). All the types of courses, includ-

ing the four mentioned above, are listed in Table VI with 

the percentages shown in relation to the total of courses. 

TABLE VI 

TYPES OF SPEECH COURSES OFFERED BY TEXAS 
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

. . . . 3 2 . 0 
Drama 175 
Public Speaking L/

q' jj 
Oral Interpretation In-
voice and Diction y \ 
Radio-Television '• 
Discussion and Debate 
Forensic Workshop # 
Business and Professional Speaking 
Communication Theory • 
Fundamentals of Speech l-*-
Interpersonal Communication 
Speech Therapy i*i5 

Parliamentary Procedure • f 
Unspecified Courses 

Question 10: Please fill out the chart accordingly 
(the chart requested information about the course 
number, title, credit hours, enrollment in the 
course, frequencly wich which the course was offered, 
prerequisities, and texts). 
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Course numbers were requested so that they could be 

used for convenience in answering later questions and 

tabulating responses. 

The junior colleges had nine different titles for 

the beginning speech course. Of the forty-two replies, 

45.2 per cent listed their beginning speech course as 

Fundamentals of Speech, 16.7 per cent called the course 

Introduction to Public Speaking, 14.3 per cent entitled 

it simply Public Speaking, 7.1 per cent used the title 

Fundamentals of Public Speaking, 4.8 per cent each named 

the course Effective Speaking or Introduction to Communica-

tion, and 2.3 per cent each labeled the course Principles 

of Speech, Developmental Speech, or Speech Communication. 

All of the schools responding gave these beginning courses 

three hours of credit. 

The average enrollment in the beginning course per 

semester was 101. Table VII presents the responses of 

the forty-two colleges replying to this question. 

All schools offered their beginning speech course 

each semester; 38.1 per cent, however, reduced the number 

of sections offered during the two summer sessions to 50 

per cent of the long term offerings. 
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TABLE VII 

ENROLLMENT IN BEGINNING SPEECH COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

0-25 2.3 
26-50 14-3 

51-75 26.2 
76-100 31.0 
101-125 7.1 
126-150 2-3 
151-175 4.8 
176-200 4.8 
201-225 2-3 
226-250 2.3 
250-0ver 2.3 

Numerous texts were used in the beginning speech 

courses. The greatest number of schools using the same 

book was 15; their text was Communicate, by Verderber. 

Looking Out-Looking In, by Adler and Towne, was the second 

in frequency of use, with five schools_utilizing it. Three 

schools used no text, which represents the next highest 

percentage. All of the texts and the percentages of 

schools using them are shown in Table VIII. 

Twenty schools reported having a second fundamentals 

course. Public Speaking, in various forms, was the major 

title used (30 per cent of the schools). Other titles 

were Fundamentals of Effective Speech (20 per cent), 
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TABLE VIII 

TEXTS USED IN BEGINNING SPEECH COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Text and Author Percentage 
of Schools 

Communicate, Verderber 35.7 
Looking Out-Looking In, Adler and Towne ii.y 
No Text ; • p 
Speech: A Basic Text, Jeffrey and Peterson . . . . 4.b 
Principles and Types of Speech Communica- ^ ̂  

tion, Monroe and Ehninger 
Communicology, DeVito 
Speech Communication, Hybels and Weaver 2.4 
Thinking and Speaking, Walter and Scott 2.4 
A Brief Introduction to Speech, Och 2.4 
Pathways to Speech, Johnson . . . . . 2.4 
The-Challenge of Effective Speaking, Verderber . . 2.4 
Elective Speaking, Krueger 2.4 
Basic Oral Communication, Capp 2.4 
ModComm: Modules in Speech Communication, ^ / 

Applebaum and Hart 2.4 
Speech for College Freshmen, Dodson 2.4 
Stand Up, Speak Out, Goldhaber et al. 2.4 
Public Speaking and Message Preparation, Rodman . 2.4 
Dynami c Communication, Dickens 2.4 
Communication: A Social and Career Focus, 

Berko et aT 2.4 

Advanced Speech and Public Speaking II (15 per cent each), 

and Developmental Speech and Introduction to Communication 

(10 per cent each). All of these second fundamentals 

courses carried three semester hours credit. 

The average number enrolled in these courses was 

thirty-two. Table IX shows the replies of the schools 

on enrollment. 
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TABLE IX 

ENROLLMENT IN SECOND FUNDAMENTALS SPEECH COURSES 
OFFERED BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

0-25 50 

26-50 3i 
51-75 5

C 

76-100 I 
101-125 5 

The majority of the schools responding offered the 

second fundamentals courses once a year (55 per cent), 

35 per cent offered them only on demand, and 10 per cent 

offered these courses every semester. Prerequisites to 

these additional fundamentals courses were required by 

20 per cent of the junior colleges offering them. 

Strain and Wysong's Communication Skills was used by 

30 per cent of the schools in their second fundamentals 

speech course. Another 25 per cent used no text, and 

20 per cent used ModComm, by Applebaum and Hart/SRA. Other 

texts were Public Speaking, by Taylor; Speaking with Con-

fidence, by Carlson; Speech for College Freshmen, by 

Dodson; Communicology, by DeVito; and Principles and Types 

of Speech Communication, by Monroe. Each of these texts 

was used by 5 per cent of the schools. 

Twenty-two schools offered courses in business speech, 

86.4 per cent of which were entitled Business and 
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Professional Speaking and 13. 6 per cent of which were entitled 

Business Speech. All of the courses carried three semester 

hours credit. The average enrollment in business speech was 

92. The enrollment distribution is shown in Table X. 

TABLE X 

ENROLLMENT IN BUSINESS SPEECH COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled ofschools 

0-30 £0.9 
31-60 ll'i 

g'g 
91-120 
121-150 ;•.£ 
151-180 £'? 

9.1 
211-240 
241-Over 4 , 3 

Business speech was offered every semester in 86.4 

per cent of the schools and once a year in 13.6 per cent 

of the schools which replied. Ten different texts were 

used by the community colleges for business speech. The 

most frequently used of these texts was Tacey s Business 

and Professional Speaking (40.9 per cent), followed by 

Business Communication, by Vogel and Brooks (13.6 per cent). 

Communication Probes, by Peterson, and Communication: A 

Social and Career Focus, by Berko, Wolvin, and Wolvin, 

were each used by 9.1 per cent of the schools. The other 

texts--Applebaum and Hart's ModComm; Mudd's Speech, Content 
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and Communication; Zelco and Dance's Business and Profes-

sional Speech; Down' s Organizational Communication; Funda-

mentals of Business and Professional Speech by Smith, 

Hamilton, and Parker; and Stand Ug., Speak Out by Gold-

haber and others—were each represented in 4.5 of the 

schools responding to the questionnaire. 

Thirteen schools (30.2 per cent of those surveyed) 

reported offering a new non-traditional speech course. 

Interpersonal Communication (used in various ways such as 

self-confidence training, self-awareness training, and 

human relations training) was the major title used by all. 

The average number enrolled in this course was 28. 

Table XI shows the replies of the schools on enrollment. 

TABLE XI 

ENROLLMENT IN NON-TRADITIONAL SPEECH COURSES 
OFFERED BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

0-10 15.4 
11-20 53.8 
30-40 7.7 
41-50 7.7 
51-60 15.4 

The majority of the schools responding offered their 

interpersonal course every semester (53.8 per cent); 46.2 

per cent offered it once per year. None of the schools 
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had prerequisites for this course, and all schools offered 

three semester hours credit for it. 

Adler and Towne's Looking Out-Looking In was used by 

46.2 per cent of the schools in their interpersonal com-

munication course. Other texts were The Interpersonal 

Communication Book, by DeVito (23.1 per cent); Inter-Act, 

by Verderber; and Communicology, by DeVito (each used by 

15.4 per cent of the schools responding). 

Voice and Diction was the title of 51.5 per cent of 

the schools' courses in this area of speech. Voice and 

Articulation was used by 21.2 per cent of the schools; 

Voice and Phonetics, by 15.2 per cent; Phonetics, by 6.1 

per cent; Applied Phonetics, by 3 per cent; and the Speak-

ing Voice, by 3 per cent of the thirty-three schools having 

voice and diction courses. 

Three credit hours were listed for 96.7 per cent 

of the schools, while 3.3 per cent listed four credit 

hours for the course. The enrollment in voice and dic-

tion courses is presented in Table XII. The average 

number of students enrolled in the voice and diction 

courses in the community colleges of Texas was 19. 

Of the thirty-three schools with voice and diction 

courses, 45.5 per cent offered the course once a year, 

36.4 per cent every semester, and 9.1 per cent on demand 
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TABLE XII 

ENROLLMENT IN VOICE AND DICTION COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled 

15 
25 
20 
10 
30 
50 

Percentage 
of Schools 

42.4 
21.2 
12.1 
9.1 
9.1 
3.0 

and every other year. Four schools (12.1 per cent of those 

responding) had prerequisites for taking voice and diction. 

Thirteen texts were cited for use in the thirty-three 

voice and diction courses. The texts are listed in Table 

XIII with the percentage of schools using each. 

TABLE XIII 

TEXTS USED IN VOICE AND DICTION COURSES 
OFFERED BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY 

COLLEGES 

Text and Author 

Voice and Diction, Eisenson 
Fundamentals of Voice and Diction, Mayer . . 
Use and Training ot the~FTuman Voice, Lessac . 
Improving Voice ancT Articulation, Wisher_ . . 
communicative voice and Articulation, McCable 
Articulation and Voice, King and DiJMichael 
Ettective Speaking"; Krueger 
Modcomm, Applebaum and Hart . . . . ; ; . . 
Voice and Articulation, Van Riper and Smith . 
Voice and Articulation: A Programmed Approach, 

Ecroyd . 
Voice and Articulation Dri 

Articul .ation Woif Voice afra 
Voice as an instrument, Kizzo 

wuk v Fairbanks . ook, wise and Morgan 

Percentage 
of Schools 

30.3 
21.2 
12.1 

6 . 1 
6.1 
3.0 
3.0 
3 
3 

3.0 

8 
3.0 
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The title Oral Interpretation was used by 77.4 per 

cent of the thirty-one schools offering speech courses 

in interpretation. Oral Interpretation of Literature was 

the title used by 16.1 per cent, and 3.2 per cent each 

used Reader's Theatre and Interpretive Reading. Three 

hours credit was given the course by 93.5 per cent of the 

schools, while 3.2 per cent of the schools gave one or two 

hours credit. 

The average enrollment in interpretation was 18; en-

rollment distribution is presented in Table XIV. 

TABLE XIV 

ENROLLMENT IN INTERPRETATION COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

10 25.8 
30 2 2 . 6 
15 19.4 
20 12.9 
12 6.5 
25 6.5 
4 3.2 
8 3.2 

Interpretation was offered once a year by 58.1 per 

cent of the schools; the course was offered every semester 

by 22.6 per cent of the schools, on demand by 16.1 per 

cent, and every other year by 6.5 per cent. Of the 
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thirty-one schools responding, 22.6 per cent said they had 

prerequisites for their interpretation courses. 

Cotnmuni cative Reading, by Aggert and Bowen, was the 

text used for interpretation courses by 48.4 per cent of 

the schools. Oral Interpretation, by Lee, was selected 

by 25.8 per cent; Oral Interpretation, by Gamble and Gamble, 

by 9.7 per cent; and A Guide to Oral Interpretation, by 

Serivener, by 6.5 per cent. Three other sources were each 

used by 3.2 per cent of the schools i Reader s Theatre Hand 

book, by Coger and White; The Art of Interpretation, by 

Bacon; and Oral Interpretation of Literature, by Armstrong. 

Discussion, debate, and persuasion are included in 

one general area since they overlap. The titles for 

courses in this area are presented in Table XV. 

TABLE XV 

TITLES OF DISCUSSION/DEBATE/PERSUASION COURSES 
OFFERED BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Title of Course Percentage 
of Schools 

Debate 
Discussion and Debate 10.3 
Discussion Principles 10.3 
Persuasive Speaking 10.3 
Argumentation and Debate 6.9 
Discussion and Persuasion 3.5 

Three credit hours were listed for these courses by 

100 per cent of the schools. 
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The average enrollment in these courses was 13, with 

the enrollment of the schools shown in Table XVI. 

TABLE XVI 

ENROLLMENT IN DISCUSSION/DEBATE/PERSUASION 
COURSES OFFERED BY TEXAS PUBLIC 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

15 30.7 
10 15.4 
30 7.7 
20 7.7 
13 7.7 
12 7.7 
8 7.7 
6 7.7 
3 7.7 

The majority of the schools responding (64.7 per cent) 

offered any of these courses only once a year, while 23.5 

per cent offered them every semester and 11.8 per cent only 

on demand. Of the twenty-nine replies, 20.7 per cent re-

ported prerequisites to these courses. 

Each text was used by 12.5 per cent of the schools. 

The texts were The Interpersonal Communication Book, by 

DeVito; Discussion: A Guide to Effective Practice, by 

Potter and Anderson; Effective Small Group Communication, 

by Bormann and Bormann; ModComm, by Applebaum and Hart/SRA; 

The Debater's Guide, by Hall; Effective Group Discussion, 
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by Hall; Persuasive Communication, by Betlinghaus; and 

Persuasion, Reception and Responsibility, by Larson. 

Forensics also falls in the area of discussion, debate, 

and persuasion. Of all the community colleges, 34.8 per 

cent had a forensics program. One hour credit was given 

for forensics at 90 per cent of the schools, while the 

other 10 per cent gave two hours credit. 

Five other speech courses were offered by one or two 

schools each. Two schools offered Speech Correction for 

three hours credit. The enrollment was 25 in each of 

these schools, and the course was offered every semester. 

Speech Laboratory or Workshop, with one hour credit, was 

also in the speech curriculum of txtfo schools. The enroll-

ment averaged 28, and the course was offered each semester. 

Five schools offered an Introduction to Radio-Television 

course, with three hours credit, once a year. 

Parliamentary Procedure, offered as a one-hour course 

once a year, was a part of three speech programs. The 

average enrollment was 10, and the texts used were Robert's 

Rules for Parliamentary Procedure (66.7 per cent) and 

Modern Parliamentary Procedures, by Keesey (33.3 per cent). 

Two speech departments offered a three-hour course entitled 

Introduction to Speech Therapy, in which 12 and 15 were 

enrolled, respectively. The courses, offered once a year, 
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used VanRiper's Introduction to General American Phonetics 

and Perkin's Speech Pathology, respectively. 

Drama offerings in the community colleges were sub-

stantial. Twenty-two schools replied that they had an 

introductory course in drama. The majority (77.3 per cent) 

entitled their course Introduction to the Theater. The 

other titles of the course, each being used by 4.5 per cent 

of the schools responding to the questionnaire, were Sur-

vey of the Theater, Introduction to the Technical Theater, 

and Contemporary Theater. All of the introductory theater 

courses carried three semester hours credit. 

The average enrollment in the introductory drama 

courses was 15. Enrollments of schools are shown in 

Table XVII. 

TABLE XVII 

ENROLLMENT IN INTRODUCTORY DRAMA COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

15 31.6 
10 31.6 
5 10.5 
40 5.3 
20 5.3 
13 5.3 
8 5.3 
6 5.3 
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The introductory theater course was offered once a 

year by 64.7 per cent of the schools, every semester by 

17.6 per cent, every other year by 11.8 per cent, and on 

demand by 5.9 per cent of the schools. The texts used 

for this course are presented in Table XVIII. 

TABLE XVIII 

TEXTS USED IN INTRODUCTORY DRAMA COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Text and Author Percentage 
of Schools 

Introduction to Theater, Whiting 23.1 
Invitation to the Theater, Kerneodle and 

Kerneodle 23.1 
Orientation to the Theater, Hatlen 15.4 
Theater: A Contemporary Introduction, 

Pickering 15.4 
An Introduction to Theater, Brockett and 

Shedd 7.7 
Fifteen One Act Plays, Rozella 7.7 
Producing the Play, Gassner 7.7 

Seventeen schools answered that their department of-

fered Acting I. The titles for this course were Acting 

(70.1 per cent), Introduction to Acting (11.8 per cent), 

Acting Fundamentals (11.8 per cent), and Beginning Acting 

(5.9 per cent). All Acting I courses carried three semes-

ter hours credit. 

Most Acting I courses (73.3 per cent) were offered 

once a year. The remaining schools offered the course 

every other year (20 per cent) and on demand (6.7 per cent). 
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Prerequisites were required by 35.4 per cent of the schools 

for the beginning acting course. The texts used by the 

colleges responding to this question are listed in Table 

XIX. 

TABLE XIX 

TEXTS USED IN BEGINNING ACTING COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Text and Author Percentage 
of Schools 

Introduction to Acting, Kahn 27.3 
Acting Is Believing, McGarr 18.2 
Stanislavski System, Moore 18.2 
Acting: The Creative Process, Albright and 

Dickenson 9.1 
Craftsmen of Dionysius, Rockwood 9.1 
Great Scenes from World Theater, Vols. I 

and II, Steffensen 9.1 
The Actor at Work, Benedetti 9.1 

Acting II was the title of 66.7 per cent of the second 

acting courses offered by the colleges. Other titles were 

Advanced Acting (22.2 per cent) and Styles of Acting (11.1 

per cent). All of the Acting II courses were three semes-

ter hour courses. 

The average enrollment for this course was 13. Of 

the schools having Acting II in their curriculum, 60 per 

cent had an enrollment of 10 and 20 per cent each had an 

enrollment of 15 and 20. 

Over two-thirds of the respondents (71.4 per cent) 

offered the course once a year; the remaining 28.6 per cent 
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offered it every other year. All of the schools required 

prerequisites for the Acting II course. Four schools had 

texts for Acting II. These were Collier's Assignments in 

Acting, Kahn's An Actor's Workbook, Rockwood's Craftsmen 

of Dionysius, and The Actor Prepares by Stanislavski. 

Participation is a major part of drama, and 45.2 

per cent of the community colleges gave semester hours 

credit for a student's participation. Three schools gave 

three hours credit for participation; the other eleven 

gave only one hour of credit. 

Various titles were given to participation courses. 

Rehearsal and Performance was the title of 42.9 per cent 

of the schools' courses, 28.5 per cent of the schools 

called the course Theater Activities, 21.4 per cent called 

it Basic Theater Practice, and Drama Participation was 

the title given by 7.1 per cent of the schools. 

The average enrollment for these participation courses 

was 15. The enrollment percentages by the schools are 

shown in Table XX. 

Host schools (76.9 per cent) offered their partici-

pation course every semester; 23.1 per cent offered it 

only once a year. No prerequisites were required and 

only one school reported a text--Phillippi's Stage and 

Scene Design. 
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TABLE XX 

ENROLLMENT IN DRAMA PARTICIPATION COURSES OFFERED 
BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number Enrolled Percentage 
of Schools 

20 16.7 
8 16.7 
5 16.7 
35 8.3 
30 8.3 
25 8.3 
15 8.3 
10 8.3 
7 8.3 

Six schools offered Stagecraft as a three-hour course. 

The schools reported the following enrollment: 50 per cent, 

an enrollment of 15; 16.7 per cent, an enrollment of 2. 

The average enrollment in Stagecraft was 11. 

Three schools offered the course once a year, two 

every other year, and one every semester. Two of the 

schools had prerequisites for the course. 

All six schools used a text for Stagecraft. The 

texts used were Fundamentals of Stagecraft, by Parker and 

Smith; Make-Up for the Stage, by Corson; Scene Design and 

Stage Lighting, by Parker; Materials of the Scene, by 

Wolfe; Modern Theater Practice, by Hefner; and Theater 

Backstage A-Z, by Lounsbury. 

Seven other speech course were listed by the schools 

responding to the questionnaire. All were three-hour 
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courses with an enrollment of 10, offered only once a year. 

These courses are listed below; texts are also listed for 

those courses requiring them. 

Technical Theater; Stage Scenery and Lighting, Phil-
lippi 

Integration of Abilities; Integration of Abilities, 
Baker 

Dramatic Production 
Theater History, A History of the Theater, Brochett 
Modern Drama 
Contemporary Theater 
Music, Art, Drama Appreciation 

Question 11: Are any of these courses required for any 
students? If so, explain briefly. 

Thirty-three of the community colleges (76.7 per cent) 

did require speech courses in some aspect of their curricu-

lum. Of those schools having such requirements, 66.7 per 

cent required Fundamentals of Speech. Other speech courses 

required were Business and Professional Speaking (48.5 per 

cent), Voice and Diction (27.3 per cent), Interpersonal 

Communication (15.2 per cent), Oral Interpretation (9.1 

per cent), Forensics (6.1 per cent), Argumentation and 

Debate (3.0 per cent), Discussion and Debate (3.0 per cent), 

and Persuasion (3.0 per cent). 

Drama courses among these requirements included In-

troduction to the Theater (15.2 per cent), Acting (15.2 

per cent), Stagecraft (9.1 per cent), Performance (6.1 

per cent), and Drama Workshop (3.0 per cent). 

Question 12: Are there any combination courses, such 
as English-Speech, offered at your school? If yes, 
what? 
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Of the schools responding 85.7 per cent had no com-

bination courses in their curriculum. Six schools (14.3 

per cent), however, did have some form of combination 

course. Those combination courses were distributed as 

follows: Communication Skills, a remedial oral English 

course, 33.3 per cent; Business Communications, a business 

conference skills course, 33.3 per cent; English-Speech, 

a substitute English course for vocational-technical 

majors, 16.7 per cent; and Fine Arts Survey, an interdis-

ciplinary course for humanities majors, 16.7 per cent. 

The next set of questions deals with the staff of 

community college speech programs. 

Question 13: How many faculty members are in your 

department? How many are full-time? Part-time? 

Forty-two community colleges had a total of 158 

faculty members, 58.9 per cent of whom were full-time 

and 41.1 per cent part-time. Table XXI shows how the 

schools' faculty members were distributed. 

Just under half (47.6 per cent) of the schools had 

only one full-time faculty member, and 42.9 per cent had 

at least one part-time faculty member. The average num-

ber of total faculty per school was 3.8. 
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TABLE XXI 

DISTRIBUTION OF SPEECH FACULTY IN TEXAS 
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number of Number of Schools in Each Group 
Faculty Full-Time Part-Time 
Members 

1 20 18 
2 12 6 
3 2 1 
4 2 2 
5 2 0 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 
8 1 0 
9 0 0 
10 1 1 
11 or 
More 0 1 

Average Number 
of Faculty Mem-
bers in Each 
Group 3.8 2.6 

Question 14: How many of your staff have specializa-
tions in the following areas: general speech, discus-
sion, debate, interpretation, drama, radio-television, 
speech and hearing therapy, or any others? 

General speech was listed most frequently as the staff 

specialization area (40.1 per cent); drama followed with 

21.9 per cent. Twenty-eight of the total number of 

faculty members (15.4 per cent) had specializations in 

interpretation, and 7.1 per cent in discussion. Radio-

television and debate each were the specializations of 

4.4 per cent of the faculties. Five faculty members 
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(2.7 per cent) had specializations in English. Speech 

and hearing therapy was the area of specialization of 

2.2 per cent of the faculties. Journalism, photography, 

and mass communications were each the specialization of 

5 per cent of the faculties. 

Question 15: List the number of teachers who have 
the following as their highest degree and how many 
had speech as majors or minors under this degree: 
Ph.D. or Ed.D., M.A. or M.S., B.A. or B.S., some 
training, or no training. 

The majority of the speech faculty members (82.4 per 

cent) had master's degrees. Doctoral degress accounted 

for 13.4 per cent and bachelor's degrees for 4.2 per cent 

of the faculties; 1.7 had some training in speech. 

Of the forty-two schools answering the second part of 

this question, 72.3 per cent of the faculty members had 

speech as a major field and 26.9 per cent as a minor field. 

Question 16: In your opinion, does a research-
oriented master's degree (with thesis requirement) 
best serve the purpose of training teachers for 
junior college teaching? Explain. 

All schools surveyed answered this question; 71.4 

per cent said that the research-oriented master's program 

did not best serve the purposes of training junior college 

teachers, and 28.6 per cent said it was the best method 

of training. 

The comments made by those answering "no" were 

oriented toward an educational methods approach. 
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Representative comments such as "the research-oriented 

master's program does not give practical experience be-

sides learning to prepare units," "the thesis is not an 

indication of teaching ability," "a teacher needs to learn 

teaching skills as well as proficiency in his field," and 

"research teaches nothing about teaching" all indicated 

this educational orientation. One of those answering 

"no" commented that research is still helpful in a teacher's 

acquisition of in-depth knowledge about his subject area. 

The community colleges answering "yes," a research-

oriented master's program is best, made such comments as 

"the background for necessary materials is obtained through 

research," "research tends to produce teachers who want 

to look for new and additional materials for classes," 

and "research methodology should be acquired on the 

master's level." 

Question 17: Do you think that a teaching-oriented 
master s program (such as Master of Arts without 
thesis or Master of Arts in Teaching) would be 
preferable to a research-oriented master's program 
for training for the junior college? Explain. 

Forty-two schools replied to this question, of 

which 71.4 per cent said "yes," a teaching-oriented mas-

ter's program would be best, and 28.6 per cent said "no." 

Those answering "yes" had comments such as "research 

is good in some fields, but not in speech" and "there is 

very little research in a two-year college." 
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"An educational degree is not conducive to the 

aesthetic qualities needed in the arts" and "it would 

seem like advanced secondary education" were among the 

comments of those who seemed totally opposed to the 

teaching-oriented master's program. Others who disap-

proved of this type of degree were more willing to compro-

mise, making comments such as "perhaps a combination of 

teaching-research oriented," "[the teaching orientation] 

would be an asset in addition to the thesis," and "we 

need both [teaching and research] in combination." 

Question 18: In your opinion, does a research-
oriented Ph.D. program best serve the purpose of 
training teachers for community college teaching? 
Explain. 

The majority of the forty-two schools replying to 

this question (64.3 per cent) answered "no," a research-

oriented Ph.D. does not best serve in training community 

college teachers; 33.3 per cent answered "yes"; and 2.4 

per cent were not sure. 

Those answering "no" expressed their views with the 

following statements: "Ph.D. training does not involve 

the junior college level course material and would not 

be very relevant." "Most people in junior colleges are 

interested in freshman and sophomore teaching, not re-

search." "The Ph.D. does not serve the junior college 

well. The teachers need a broad rather than a narrow 

and specialized background." 
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The one comment from those saying "yes," the research-

oriented Ph.D. was best, was "the Ph.D. without a disser-

tation is not a real Ph.D. The dissertation is a chal-

lenge to be met for the degree." 

Question 19: Do you think that a teaching-oriented 
doctoral program (such as Doctor of Arts in Teaching) 
would be preferable to a Ph.D. program in training 
teachers for junior college teaching? Explain. 

The teaching-oriented doctoral program was thought 

to be best by 69 per cent of the forty-two schools answer-

ing this question. This type of doctoral program was not 

thought to be best suited for training teachers by 23.8 

per cent, and 7.1 per cent were unsure. 

Only one comment was made by those answering "yes": 

"If a person does get a doctorate, a teaching-oriented 

doctorate would best suit junior college." 

Among those saying "no," some comments were, "the 

Ph.D. is a more widely accepted degree," "if so [if the 

teaching-oriented Ph.D. were best suited], then the same 

should go for freshmen and sophomore professors at a 

four-year college," and "honorary doctorates to recognize 

years of quality teaching would be more practical." 

Two rather strong comments were made against teaching-

oriented doctorates, one of which was against Ph.D.s in 

general. One said, "Most 'teacher programs' are worth-

less," while the other stated, "There is too much to 
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learn about students from students without losing your 

[mind] in a Ph.D. program." 

Question 20: How long have the staff members been 
employed at your school? 

None of the faculty members had been employed at the 

community colleges for more than twenty-five years. The 

lengths of employment of community college faculty members 

are presented in Table XXII. 

TABLE XXII 

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT OF SPEECH FACULTY MEMBERS 
IN TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Years Percentage 
of Total 
Faculty 

0-1 12.6 
1-2 15.1 
3-5 32.8 
6-10 21.8 
11-15 12.6 
16-20 3.4 
20+ 1.7 

Question 21: Are the instructors affiliated with pro-
fessional speech organizations? 

Table XXIII shows how the memberships of the faculty 

members were distributed among professional speech 

organizations. 
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TABLE XXIII 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS OF SPEECH DEPARTMENT 
FACULTY MEMBERS IN TEXAS PUBLIC 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Organizations Percentage 
of Total 
Faculty 

Texas Speech Association 41.3 
National Speech Communication Association . . . . 31.4 
American Forensic Association 10.7 
Southern Speech Association 5.8 
Speech and Theatre 4.1 
TETA 1 7 
Phi Rho Pi 1.7 
ATA .8 
Southwest Texas Intercollegiate Forensic 

Association 8 
WSCA .8 
TSCTA .8 

Question 22: Do instructors set conference periods for 
student consultations? If yes, approximately how 
many hours a week? 

Thirty-three schools (78.6 per cent) had conference 

periods for student consultations and nine schools (21.4 

per cent) did not. The hours a week scheduled for those 

with conference periods are shown in Table XXIV. 
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TABLE XXIV 

HOURS SCHEDULED FOR STUDENT CONFERENCES IN 
SPEECH DEPARTMENTS OF TEXAS 
PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Hours per Week Percentage 
of Schools 

10 45.5 
5 18.2 
15 12.1 
20 6 . 1 
2 6.1 
12 3.0 
8 3.0 
6 3.0 

Question 23: What is the normal semester-hour weekly 
teaching load for teachers in your department? Are 
there exceptions made? If yes, what? 

The normal teaching workload for 92.9 per cent of the 

schools was fifteen hours a week; 2.4 per cent had a work-

loak of sixteen hours a week, 2.4 per cent had a workload 

of fourteen hours a week, and 2.4 per cent had a workload 

of twelve hours a week. 

Exceptions were made by 61.9 per cent of the schools. 

Twelve schools made exceptions for the drama director, 

nine for the forensic director, and four for the depart-

ment chairman. One school made an exception for the co-

ordinator of drama and scene design. 

The next three questions deal with the beginning 

speech course offered by the community colleges. 
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Question 24: For the first speech course, what approx-
imate percentage of class time is given to lecture, 
class discussion, examinations, performance by stu-
dents, criticism of performance, or other activities? 

The number of junior colleges replying to each section 

of this question can be seen in Table XXV. 

TABLE XXV 

DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITIES IN BEGINNING SPEECH 
COURSES OF TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Range (%) 

0-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 
76-80 

Lecture 

1 
8 
1 
13 
1 
3 
5 
2 

Discussion 

1 
11 
4 
12 
1 
2 
1 

Exams 

10 
16 
1 
1 

Performance 

1 
3 
5 
3 
1 
2 

12 
1 
3 

1 
3 

Criticism 

8 
16 

2 
4 
1 

Average 
Percentages 18.7% 19.3% 8. 7% 53.6% 9.3% 

Question 25: Approximately how many oral performances 
are assigned each student in the first speech course? 
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Table XXVI shows the numbers of oral performances 

assigned in the beginning speech course by the responding 

schools. 

TABLE XXVI 

NUMBER OF ORAL PERFORMANCES REQUIRED IN THE 
BEGINNING SPEECH COURSES OF TEXAS 

PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number of Oral Percentage 
Performances of Schools 

6 21.4 
5 16.7 
7 14.3 
8 11.9 
4 11.9 
3 9.5 
9 4.8 
10 4.8 
1 2.4 
2 2.4 

The average number of speeches assigned by the Texas 

community colleges was 6.6 for the beginning speech course. 

Question 26: Check the methods used in criticism in 
the beginning course: oral (in class), conference, 
written, checklist, others. 

Two means of criticism were used by most of the schools 

(oral, 95.2 per cent; written, 88.1 per cent), while the 

other methods — checklist and conference—were used by 

61.9 per cent and 50 per cent of the schools, respectively. 

Other forms of criticism were peer (4.8 per cent) and 

video and self (2.4 per cent each). 
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Question 27: What extracurricular activities are 
available in your department? Debate, public dis-
cussion, speech clinic, radio station, plays, oral 
interpretation programs, others (the question also 
called for the number of plays and the number of acts 
in those plays). 

Thirty-four schools reported offering some sort of 

extracurricular activity. Of those having extracurricular 

activities, 50 per cent had debate, 26.5 per cent had 

public discussion, 14.7 per cent had a radio station, 

61.8 per cent had plays, and 70.6 per cent had oral in-

terpretation programs. 

Twenty-one schools reported having plays. Table 

XXVII shows how many plays these schools presented per 

year. 

TABLE XXVII 

NUMBER OF PLAYS PRESENTED ANNUALLY BY SPEECH 
DEPARTMENTS OF TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY 

COLLEGES 

Number of Plays Percentage 
of Schools 

4 33.3 
2 23.8 
3 23.8 
5 9.5 
6 9.5 
7 4.8 

The average number of acts in these plays was reported 

as three by 61.9 per cent of the schools, two by 9.5 per 

cent, and one by 4.8 per cent. 
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Question 28: How many speech students participate in 
extracurricular activities during an average year 
(total and contest participants)? 

Speech students participated in extracurricular ac-

tivities in 90.3 per cent of the community colleges 

responding to this question. Slightly over one-third 

(39.3 per cent) of the schools provided some contest par-

ticipation for speech students. The total number of speech 

students participating in extracurricular activities was 

786, 27.5 per cent of whom were contest participants. 

Table XXVIII shows the number of extracurricular partici-

pants in each school responding. 

TABLE XXVIII 

NUMBER OF SPEECH STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN EXTRA-
CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN TEXAS PUBLIC 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Number of Students Number of Schools 
(Range) Total Contest 

Part. Part. 

0-10 6 1 
11-20 13 8 
21-30 3 1 
31-40 
41-50 'l' ' 1* 
51-60 2 
61-70 
71-80 'l' 
81-90 
91-100 'l' 
101-110 1 

Average Number of 
Students 24.5 19.6 
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Question 29: How many non-speech students participate 
in extracurricular activities in speech during an 
average year (total and contest participants)? 

Non-speech students were given the opportunity to 

participate in extracurricular activities in 77.4 per cent 

of the junior colleges. One-third of the schools allowed 

non-speech students to be contest participants. There 

were 321 non-speech participants in extracurricular ac-

tivities; of these, 19 per cent were contest participants. 

Table XXIX shows the distribution of extracurricular 

participation by non-speech students. 

TABLE XXIX 

NUMBER OF NON-SPEECH STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN 

TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY 
COLLEGES 

Number of Students Number of Schools 
(Range) Total Contest 

Part. Part. 

0-5 8 3 
6-10 5 4 
11-15 4 1 
16-20 3 
21-25 1 
26-30 1 
31-35 
36-40 'l' 
41-45 
46-50 V 

Average Number of 
Students 13.4 7.8 
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Question 30: What method do you use in advertising 
your extracurricular activities: newspapers, circu-
lars, posters, brochures, school publications, or 
others? 

Three methods of advertising were used by more than 

75 per cent of the schools each--newspapers, school publi-

cations , and posters. A full account of the means for 

advertising extracurricular activities used by the com-

munity colleges is presented in Table XXX. 

TABLE XXX 

METHODS OF ADVERTISING EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
USED BY SPEECH DEPARTMENTS IN TEXAS PUBLIC 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Method of Percentage 
Advertising of Schools 

Newspapers 89 . 6 
School Publications 89.6 
Posters 75.9 
Circulars 34.5 
Brochures 27.6 
Television 24.1 
Radio 20.7 
Class Announcements 3.5 
Mailings 3 . 5 
Telephone Calls 3.5 
Announcement Sheets 3.5 
Flyers 3 .5 
Fable Tents 3 . 5 
Direct Contact 3.5 

Question 31: How are extracurricular activities fi-
nanced: school budget, endowment, student projects, 
pay for themselves (as a play might pay for itself 
through admissions), or others? 

The majority of the schools responding (94.1 per cent) 

financed their program of extracurricular activities through 
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the school budget. Student projects and activities paying 

for themselves were each used by 2.9 per cent of the schools 

for funding. None of the community colleges used endow-

ments and forensics for the financing of extracurricular 

activities. 

Questions 32 and 33 deal with non-credit courses, 

sometimes called audit courses. 

Question 32: May a student take a course "non-credit?" 

Students were allowed to take speech courses non-

credit in 52.4 per cent of the public community colleges 

responding; 47.6 per cent did not allow their students 

to do so. 

Question 33: Must non-credit students meet the en-
trance requirements? 

Most of the public community colleges (61.9 per cent) 

did not require students taking speech non-credit to meet 

the school's entrance requirements. Over one-third (38.1 

per cent) of the colleges, however, did require those 

taking a speech course non-credit to meet entrance re-

quirements . 

Question 34: Check the following factors that are 
included in one or more courses in your curriculum 
(the forty-three factors are listed in the chart 
included with this question; see Appendix A). 

Only two items on the list were included in 100 per 

cent of the schools' curricula—organization of ideas and 

use of visual aids. Four others were included in 96.8 
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per cent of the institutions—outlining, diction and 

grammar, bodily action, and articulation and pronuncia-

tion. 

Those listed as "others" by the schools were history 

of theater (two schools), history of speech, lighting, 

sound, speech criticism, and psychological thinking, 

each included by one school. 

All of the factors, or content characteristics, on 

the list, with the percentages of schools including each, 

are presented in full in Table XXXI. 

TABLE XXXI 

COURSE CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS EMPLOYED IN SPEECH 
COURSES BY TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Content Percentage 
Characteristics of Schools 

Organization of Ideas 100.0 
Use of Visual Aids 100.0 
Articulation and Pronunciation 96.8 
Bodily Action 96.8 
Diction and Grammar 96.8 
Outlining 96.8 
Audience Analysis and Adaptation 93.5 
Non-Verbal Communication 93.5 
Self-Confidence 93.5 
Supporting Materials 93.5 
Voice Development 93.5 
Extemporaneous Speaking 90.3 
Language or Style 90.3 
Listening 90.3 
Oral Interpretation 90.3 
Small Group Discussions 90.3 
Critical Thinking 83.9 
Ethics of Speech 83.9 
Reasoning 83. 9 
Communication Theory 80.6 
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TABLE XXXI--Continued 

Content Percentage 
Characteristics of Schools 

Fluency 80.6 
Interpersonal Communication 80.6 
Phonetics 80.6 
Reading from a Manuscript 80.6 
Acting 77.4 
Evidence 77.4 
Speech for Special Occasions 77.4 
Stagecraft 74.2 
General Semantics 67.7 
Rehearsal Methods 67.7 
Costuming 64.5 
Debating 61.3 
Stage Design 61.3 
Vocabulary 61.3 
Interviewing 58.1 
Serving as a Meeting Chairman 58.1 
Conversation 54.8 
Directing Plays 54.8 
Salesmanship 51.6 
Correcting Speech Defects 45.2 
Parliamentary Procedure 41.9 
Linguistics 35.5 
Radio Speaking 25.8 

Question 35: Does your school or department have a 
rule concerning a minimum number of days present in 
class to qualify for credit? If so, what is the 
amount? 

A slight majority of 54.8 per cent of the schools 

responding to this question had an attendance policy. 

Of these schools, 25 per cent said that a student could 

have no more than three absences a semester. Other 

policies on attendance are presented in Table XXXII. 
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TABLE XXXII 

ATTENDANCE POLICIES IN SPEECH DEPARTMENTS OF 
TEXAS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Maximum Absence Percentage 
of Schools 

3 days 25.0 
6 days 
10 days 
20% of class time °-3 
2 days 6.3 
8 days ° ̂  
9 days °. 3 
3 weeks ~ • 3 

Only medical excuses accepted 6-3 
No unexcused absences 6-3 

As a result of the observations from the survey, a 

definite status can be established for speech programs in 

Texas public community/junior colleges. This status, along 

with recommendations for improvement, will be discussed 

in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study has surveyed the status and types of speech 

programs offered in the public community colleges of Texas. 

Questionnaires were sent to sixty-four institutions. Of 

the forty-three replying, forty-two had speech programs. 

These speech programs varied considerably on the various 

aspects surveyed, but several general observations about 

their current status can be noted. 

Most of the schools (see Table I, p. 30) reported 

their speech department name as Communications or Speech 

Communications. Approximately one-fourth (see Table II, 

p. 30) of the speech departments were part of larger de-

partments or divisions, the most popular being Division of 

Communication or Communication Division/Fine Arts. 

Over 50 per cent of the speech programs had been in 

existence less than fifteen years, although one program 

was reported to be almost sixty years old. 

The majority (64.3 per cent) of the programs were 

dually oriented to skills and communication theory, while 

35.7 per cent still were primarily skills oriented. 

Two-thirds of the institutions surveyed did not 

offer an associate degree in speech. Of those offering 
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an associate degree, oral interpretation and voice and 

articulation were the specializations most often required 

of majors, while fundamentals of speech, public speaking, 

and small group discussion followed in respective order. 

On the average, freshmen outnumbered sophomores in enroll-

ment in the speech courses. Almost all of the schools 

were oriented toward continuation in a four-year college, 

and few schools had any problems arise in transferring 

students from the public community college to four-year 

institutions. 

The responses to the questionnaire section on course 

offerings revealed a variety of 378 courses offered at the 

forty-two responding schools. The average number of speech 

courses per school was nine. Drama and public speaking 

constituted half of the total courses offered by the public 

community colleges. 

The schools granted three semester hours credit for 

almost all of the speech courses, with the exceptions of 

forensics, parliamentary procedure, and participation and 

workshop courses, which received one hour of credit. 

All of the colleges offered a fundamentals course in 

speech. Most of these courses were offered every semester, 

with the average enrollment being 101 per school. One-

third of the schools offered a non-traditional course in 

interpersonal communication. Most of these courses were 
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offered every semester, with the average enrollment being 

28 per school. The majority of the schools offereda course 

in introduction to the theater; these courses had an average 

enrollment of 15 and were offered once a year. Over three-

fourths of the community colleges had speech as a require-

ment for various disciplines of study in the college. The 

course required most often was fundamentals of speech, fol-

lowed by business speech. Only a few of the junior colleges 

offered combination courses, such as English-Speech, in 

their curriculum. 

The forty-two community colleges had a total of 158 

speech faculty members, just over 50 per cent of whom were 

full-time. The average number of instrueturs per school 

was 3.8. The majority of the faculty had specializations 

in general speech; most held master's degrees in the field. 

A majority of those schools answering the question-

naire seemed to think that a teaching-oriented master's 

and doctoral degree would be more effective in training 

junior/community college teachers than research-oriented 

programs. 

Over 50 per cent of the public community college 

faculty members had been employed at their present posi-

tions for less than five years and only 1.7 per cent for 

more than twenty years. The Texas Speech Communication 

Association, the National Speech Communication Association, 
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and the American Forensics Association were the most popu-

lar professional organizations in which faculty members 

held memberships. 

Most of the public community colleges had student 

conference periods for their staff members, ranging from 

five to twenty hours per week. The normal teaching load 

for the public community college speech teachers was fif-

teen semester hours per week for the majority of the schools. 

In the fundamentals of speech course, most of the 

class time was devoted to performance, with the least 

amount of time spent on examinations. The major means of 

criticism of the speeches was oral or written criticism. 

Almost all of the responding schools offered some 

form of extracurricular speech activity, consisting mainly 

of theater productions (usually three-act plays) and oral 

interpretation programs. An average of twenty-five speech 

students and nineteen non-speech students participated in 

extracurricular activities. There was a general tendency 

among the public community colleges to use school publica-

tions and newspapers as the most popular means of adver-

tising these extracurricular activities. Most of the 

activities were financed by school budgets. 

Only half of the public community colleges allowed 

students to take a speech course non-credit, but those 
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that did did not make these students meet school entrance 

requirements to do so. 

The most popular characteristics of course content 

were the organization of ideas and the use of visual aids. 

A slight majority of the schools had an attendance policy-

ranging from no unexcused absences to no more than three 

days permissible absences per class. 

Recommendations 

Some of the observations of the Texas public com-

munity colleges revealed by this survey point out certain 

needs which give rise to several recommendations. 

First, public community colleges should revise and 

expand their curricula to include more courses in inter-

personal communication. According to the present survey, 

only 2.1 per cent of the total 378 speech courses offered 

by Texas community colleges were interpersonal communica-

tion, as compared with public speaking courses (17.5 per 

cent of the course offerings) or drama, which accounted 

for 32 per cent of the speech offerings in all Texas pub-

lic community colleges and is the overall leader. 

The skeptic may ask, "What difference does this make 

in light of the fact that 64.3 per cent of the schools 

surveyed are dually oriented to skills and communication 

theory?" In actuality a great amount of difference is 

made, given the distinctive difference between interpersonal 
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communication and public speaking as well as the tremendous 

upsurge of interest in the field of interpersonal communi-

cation over the last ten to twelve years. As was stated, 

in reference to the latter, by Joseph A. Ilardo, "the 

emphasis in required courses particularly is being shifted 

from public speaking to interpersonal communication" (10, 

p. 1). 

Although the categories of interpersonal communication 

and public speaking are not mutually exclusive (indeed, 

most interpersonal communication texts—i.e., 88.1 per cent 

of those listed in this survey--include a chapter or two 

on public speaking, and vice versa), there are significant 

differences in orientation and degree between the two sub-

jects. The most significant difference is in the purpose 

underlying the teaching of the subject matter. A perusal 

of any of a number of the more popular public speaking text-

books reveals an emphasis on the one-to-many speaking 

situation and on such terms as "influence," "achieving a 

desired response," and "inducing behavior consistent with 

the speaker's view" (2, p. 14; 11, p. 29; 19, p. 7; 20, 

p. 16; 21, p. 19). As Kim Giffin and Bobby R. Patton 

state, "the older, more traditional view of communication 

usually focused on one (or a combination) of two objectives: 

(1) to tell them [i.e., other human beings] what I know or 

believe, or (2) to get them to see things as I do" (6, 
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p. ix). The teacher of interpersonal communication, while 

usually incorporating these objectives in his instruction, 

goes beyond them. Because his orientation is different, 

higher priority is given to such items as "interpersonal 

attraction," "relationships," and "personal growth. Most 

authors of interpersonal communication textbooks would 

agree that the main thrust of the field is in the direction 

of improved person-to-person communication (especially at 

the dyadic and small group levels), the establishment of 

more meaningful and satisfying interpersonal relationships, 

and the fulfillment of individual potential (7, pp. ix-x; 

12, pp. 10, 32; 14, pp. 3, 15). 

So it appears that public speaking's emphasis on the 

one-to-many situation has given way to interpersonal com-

munication's emphasis on the one-to-one and one-to-few 

situations (while still including the one-to-many situa-

tion), that public speaking's stress on influence has 

yielded to interpersonal communication's stress on under-

standing, that the former's emphasis on "speaker-acting-

upon-auditors" has given way to "mutual-interaction-and-

influence," and that the teacher of interpersonal commun-

ication is more concerned with effective communication as a 

means to a predetermined end. As Giffin and Patton state, 

the current view of interaction "places much greater 

emphasis on the desire to relate to other persons"; the 
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study of communication involves the investigation of the 

personal and interpersonal facets of communication: how we 

perceive each other, our orientation toward other people 

in general, our interpersonal response sets, and those be-

havior patterns which become serious barriers to developing 

meaningful relationships with others" (6, pp. ix-x). In 

addition, "new emphasis is placed on understanding those 

human needs which a person tries to satisfy through inter-

action with others . . . " (7, p. 5). 

In summary, interpersonal communication courses make 

value judgments that reflect the very values in human life 

which seem to be emerging in this age of transition (1). 

The emphasis on understanding rather than control, sensi-

tivity rather than influence, interaction rather than one-

way communication, reveals that interpersonal communication 

is based on value judgments very different from those on 

which public speaking rests and should therefore be in-

cluded in more community college curricula (10, pp. 5-6). 

Second, the public community college program should 

include more courses oriented to the needs of the terminal 

two-year student or the vocational-technical certificate 

student. Present research results show that twenty-two 

of the schools which responded to the survey offered 

courses geared toward the needs of the community college 

student preparing for a business career. Further, the data 
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show that 86.4 per cent of the twenty-two responding 

schools offered their business speech course every 

semester. However, students in other terminal curricula 

are left with the fundamentals course as their only ex-

posure to the human communication process. Graham and 

Corley suggest that there should be an introduction to or-

ganizational communication course for which the basic 

course would be a prerequisite. This course would be an 

introductory course to the study of the prescriptive and 

operational roles of communication in the organizational 

setting. Consideration in the course should be given to 

various types of organizational settings and to various 

levels within the organization. Among the concepts to be 

included would be 

(a) An understanding of the process and function 
of organizational communication; 

(b) An examination of selected interactional ^ 
variables such as message flow and direction, 
power, conflict, status, roles, leadership, 
and decision-making; 

(c) An examination of ineffective communication 
practices such as Allness, Bypassing, Informa-
tion Overload, and Inference-Fact-Judgment 
Confusion; 

(d) An examination of and simulated experience 
with organizational communication formats such 
as the interview situation, the conference 
situation, and the information briefing situa-
tion (3, p. 35; 8, p. 36). 

Given the importance that is often ascribed to communi-

cation by many practicing managers and administrators, it 

might seem reasonable to prepare students in mastering 
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job-related communication skills. A community college 

speech department might wish to consider proposing to other 

departments that they include organizational communication 

courses as one of the core requirements for their majors. 

At present, the survey results show that the practice is 

currently underway with respect to the fundamentals of 

speech course (66.7 per cent) and the business speech 

course (48.5 per cent) as being required by other depart-

ments. But as Corley states, 

Career student needs must be met . . ; a 
career (i.e., terminal degree) communication cur-
r i c u l u m should attempt to help students cope with 
the varied demands of today's business [working] world 
bv helping them to understand themselves as communi-
cltors! to be sensitive to the communication attempts 
of otters; to develop a repertoire of verbal and non-
verbal language behavior; to become more effective 
in their communication with others and to accept 
responsibility for their communication Each of 
these objectives should be directly related to 
world of work. (3, pp. 36-37). 

Third, the public community college speech departments 

should provide more courses in the community services 

program of the schools by offering more courses for the 

non-credit student. Even though 52.4 per cent of the 

schools surveyed allowed students to enroll for speech 

courses non-credit and 61.9 per cent did not require these 

non-credit students to meet college entrance requirements, 

only 1.4 per cent of all students enrolled in speech 

courses were enrolled non-credit. Parker states that many 

people will sign up for a non-credit course if they have 
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uncertainties about their success in credit courses. Many 

will sign up for non-credit when they are uncertain about 

whether they would actually enjoy a given area of study. If 

their efforts in non-credit ventures are rewarding, they 

will sometimes seek more advanced or challenging work (15, 

p. 11). 

Therefore, non-credit courses should be offered 

regularly as a supplement to the regular course offerings 

and should cover a wide variety of specific areas of study. 

Some of the possibilities include courses in interpersonal 

relations, platform confidence, listening, parliamentary 

procedure, discussion, non-verbal communication, et 

cetera (15; 22, p. 11). 

It is now generally recognized that the public com-

munity college is a kind of institution with broader 

educational functions and most often supported by public 

funds (4, 5, 9). Therefore, the public community college 

must meet the needs of its supporters through its flexi-

bility and sensitivity to college-parallel, service, and 

continuing education needs as paramount to its success 

in meeting the needs of students with a myriad of career, 

family, and personal goals (3, p. 36). 

Fourth, the public community colleges in Texas must 

investigate the articulation agreements between themselves 

and four-year institutions. Survey results show that 
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88 per cent of those colleges responding said their speech 

program was oriented towards senior college continuation 

and only 4.8 per cent of the respondents had any problems 

arise in transfer of college-parallel students to senior 

colleges. However, with the community college lagging 

behind in types of courses offered (see Table IV, p. 33), 

the 1974 articulation policies presently in operation (13, 

p. 16) will soon become outdated. Also, curriculum changes 

in the senior colleges will soon surpass those of the com-

munity college in kinds and types of courses offered. 

Further, although the 1974 policy grants community colleges 

the right to provide courses in addition to those listed 

in the three general groups of the core curriculum, an 

impending and present period of retrenchment at all levels 

of post-secondary and higher education may cause the com-

munity college speech programs, as well as others, to be 

cut back and possibly eliminated completely. At present 

no real problems exist, but the time for action is now. 

The senior institutions still hold the prerogative to 

innovate and experiment with curricula, and they could 

experiment or redesign away the public community college 

parallel programs that conflict with their own (13, p. 13). 

Finally, it is recommended that a larger scale study 

be undertaken at the national level to ascertain the 

trends and status of the two-year public institution 
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in all states. Since the two seminal studies of Carolyn 

Planck (16, 17) no similar research has been undertaken. 

Such a study would be needed if new proposals for future 

speech curriculum development are to be made. The last 

proposals of this nature were made some five years ago 

(18). With inflation taking its toll and retrenchment 

underway, the speech communication field owes it to itself 

to be enlightened and prepared for change. 
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College of Education 

North Texas State University 

Denton, Texas 

Dear Director: 

In connection with my -doctoral dissertation at North Texas State Univer-
sity, I am making a survey and analysis of speech programs in the Texas 
Junior Colleges. The value of the survey depends upon the percentage 
of returns, and your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 

The material in the questionnaire will be confidential, appearing only 
in tabular form. In return for your cooperation, I will be glad to 
send you a summary of my findings. 

Also, the results of this survey will be used in the preparation of a 
commissioned paper that will be presented to the Junior College and 
University Division and Interest Group of the Texas Speech Communication 
Association in October of this year. This information is greatly needed 
in this period of declining enrollment at all levels of post-secondary 
education and especially the junior college. 

Sincerely, 

Johnny Renardo Anderson 

JA/pe 
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College of Education 

North Texas State University 

Denton, Texas 76203 

Survey of Junior College Speech 
Programs in Texas 

School 

Location 

1. Do you offer speech training in your school? Yes No 
U U y u u U l I C I u u n i m y » » « J • . — ; — ; . 

(If the answer is "no," you may ignore the rest of this questionnaire, 
but please return this page immediately as it will be valuable in-
formation essential to my dissertation.) 

2. What is the official name of your department? 

If included in another department or a 
part of a general department, please give its official name: 

3. How long has your school's Speech Program been in existence? 

Less than 5 years 5 to 10 years 11 to 15 years 

16 to 20 years 21 to 30 years Older? 

Is your overall program: primarily skills oriented 

primarily cummunication theory oriented both 

Other — 

5. Is an Associate Degree offered in speech? Yes No If 
1 O U i I n j j u v i w v v , ~ ~ i - . 

so, what are the required courses in speech to meet this degree: 
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6. Approximate the percentage of the following c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of 
students enrolled in speech c lasses : 

Freshmen Sophomores Special 

7. Is your program oriented towards the possible continuance of the 

student in a Senior College? Yes No 

8. Do you have any problems a r i se when a student t r ans f e r s to a 

Senior College? Yes No If yes , explain b r i e f l y . 

9. How many courses do you o f f e r in a l l ? How many courses 
are in the following areas: 

Public Speaking -

Discussion and Debate 

Communication Theory 

Oral In terpre ta t ion _ 

Radio-Television 

Drama 

Voice and Diction 

Speech Therapy 

Others 

10. On the following page i s a chart tha t will provide my study with 
valuable information. Please f i l l i t out accordingly. 
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Course Number 

Title of Course 

Credit Hours 

Approximate 
Enrollment 

How often is it 
offered?--each 
semester, once 
a year, on 
demand, etc. 

Prerequisites 
(if any) 

Text and Author 
(if any) 
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**From here on, you may refer to courses by their numbers, such as. 
101, 132, 253, etc. 

11. Are any of these courses required for any students? Yes 

No If so, explain briefly. 

12. Are there any combination courses, such as English-Speech, offered 

at your school? Yes No If yes, what? — 

13. How many faculty members are in your department? 

How many are full-time? part-time? 

14. How many of your staff have specializations in the following areas: 

General Speech Drama 

Discussion Radio-Television 

D e b a t e Speech and Hearing 
Therapy 

Interpretation 

Other 

15. List the number of teachers who have the following as their highest 
degree and how many had speech as majors or minors under this degree, 

Ph.D. (Major Minor ) 

M.A. or M.S. (Major , Minor ) 

B.A. or B.S. (Major , Minor _) 

Some training 

No training 
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16 In your opinion, does a research-or iented master ' s degree (with t hes i s 
requirement) best serve the purpose of t r a in ing t eache r s f o r jun ior 

col lege teaching? Yes No Explain. 

17. Do you think t ha t a t e a c h i n g - o r i e n t e d master s program (suclh a:s Ma!ster 
of Arts without t he s i s or Master of Arts in Teaching) would be pre-
f e r ab l e to a r e s e a r c h - o r i e n t e d master ' s program fo r t r a in ing teachers 

f o r the junior college? Yes No Explain: 

18 In vour opinion, does a r e s e a r c h - o r i e n t e d Ph.D. program best serve 
the"purpose of t r a in ing teachers fo r jun ior col lege teaching. 

Yes No Explain: 

19. Do you think t h a t a teaching-oriented doctoral program (such as 

Doctor of Arts in Teaching) would be p re fe rab le to a Ph.D. program 

in t ra in ing teachers fo r jun ior college teaching? Yes 

No Explain: 

20. How long have the s t a f f members been employed a t your school? 
( Indicate number in each bracket) 

0 to 1 year H 15 years 

1 to 2 years to 20 years 

3 to 5 years M o r e t h a n 20 years 

6 to 10 years 
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21. Are the ins t ruc to rs a f f i l i a t e d with professional speech organizations? 
(Place number in blanks) 

National Speech Communication Association 

Texas Speech Association 

Southern Speech Association 

American Forensic Association 

Others 

22. Do ins t ruc tors have se t conference periods fo r student consultat ions? 

y e s MO If yes , approximately how many hours a 

week? 

23. What i s the normal semester-hour weekly teaching load for teachers in 

your department? Are there any exceptions made ( i . e . , 
debate coaches, play d i r e c t o r s , department adminis t ra tors , e t c . ) . 

Yes No If yes , what? 

24. For the f i r s t speech course, what approximate percentage of class 
time is given to : 

Lecture Class Discussion Examinations — 

Performance by Students Cri t icism of Performances 

Other — : — 

25. Approximately how many oral performances are assigned each student 

in the f i r s t speech course? — 

26. Check the methods used in c r i t i c i sm in the beginning course: 

Oral (in c lass) Written 

Conference Check Lis t 

Others 
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27. What ex t racur r icu la r a c t i v i t i e s are avai lable in your department? 

Debate Public Discussions Speech Clinic 

Radio Station Plays (If so, how 

many plays ; average number of acts? ) Oral 

In terpre ta t ion Programs Others 

28. How many speech students pa r t i c ipa t e in ex t racur r i cu la r a c t i v i t i e s 

during an average year? Total Contest Par t ic ipants 

29. How many non-speech students pa r t i c ipa te in ex t racur r icu la r a c t i v i t i e s 

in speech during an average year? Total 

Contest Par t ic ipants 

30. What method do you use in advert is ing your ex t racur r icu la r a c t i v i t i e s . 

Newspapers Circulars Posters Bro-

chures School Publications Others 

31. How are ex t racurr icu lar a c t i v i t i e s financed? School Budget 

Endowment Student Projects Pay for themselves 

(as a play might pay for i t s e l f through admissions ) 

Other — 

No 32. May a student take a course "non-credit"? Yes 

33. Must non-credit students meet the entrance requirements? Yes 

No 
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34. Check the following fac to r s that are 
in your curriculum: 

(1) acting 

included in one or more courses 

(24) oral in te rp re ta t ion 

(2) a r t i cu la t ion and pronun-
cia t ion 

(3) audience analysis and 
adaptation 

(4) bodily action 

(5) communication theory 

(6) conversation 

(7) correct ing speech defects 

(8) costuming 

(9) c r i t i c a l thinking 

(10) debating 

(11) dict ion and grammar 

(12) d i rec t ing plays 

(13) e thics of speech 

(14) evidence 

(15) extemporaneous speaking 

(16) fluency 

(17) general semantics 

(18) interpersonal communi-
cati on 

(19) interviewing 

(20) language or s ty le 

(21) l i ngu i s t i c s 

(25) organization of 
ideas 

(26) out l ining 

(27) parliamentary 
procedure 

(28) phonetics 

(29) radio speaking 

(30) reading from a 
manuscript 

(31) reasoning 

(32) rehearsal methods 

(33) salesmanship 

(34) se l f -conf idence 

(35) serving as a 
meeting chairman 

(36) small-group d i s -
cussions 

(37) speech for special 
occasions 

(38) stage c r a f t 

(39) stage design 

(40) supporting 
mater ials 

(41) use of visual aids 

(42) vocabulary 
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(22) l i s t e n i n g (43) voice development 

(23) non-verbal communication Others: 

35 . Does your school or department have a r u l e concerning a minimum 

number of days present in c lass to q u a l i f y f o r c r e d i t ? Yes 

No If so , what i s the amount? 

If there is anything e l s e you fee l would aid me in my re sea rch , 
please fee l f r e e to add t h a t informat ion . Any brochures of catalogues 
from your school t h a t would help me in any way would be welcomed. Thank 
you very much. 

Name 

Pos i t ion 
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The names of those colleges responding to the questionnaire 
are preceded by an asterisk (<v) . 

Alvin Community College 
*Amarillo College 
^Angelina College 
"'Austin Community College 
*Bee County College 
Blinn College 
*Brazosport College 
^Central Texas College 
"Cisco Junior College 
Clarendon College 
^College of the Mainland 
•̂ Community College of the Air Force 
"Cooke County Junior College _ 
*Brookhaven College (Dallas Community College) 
*Eastfield College (Dallas Community College) 
*E1 Centro College (Dallas Community College) 
"Mountain View College (Dallas Community College) 
*North Lake College (Dallas Community College) 
*Richland College (Dallas Community College) 
Del Mar College 
*E1 Paso Community College 
"Frank Phillips College 
Galveston College 
Grayson County Junior College 
"Henderson County Junior College 
"Hill Junior College 
'''Houston Community College 
*Howard College at Big Spring 
"Kilgore College 
Lardeo Junior College 
Lee College 
*McLennan Community College 
^Midland College 
"Navarro College 
North Harris County College 
"Odessa College 
*Panola Junior College 
"Paris Junior College 
^Ranger Junior College 
"St. Phillip's College 
San Antonio College 
*San Jacinto College, North 
San Jacinto College, South 
South Plains College 
"Southwest Texas Junior College 
^Tarrant County Junior College, Northeast 
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*Tarrant County Junior College, Northwest 
^Tarrant County Junior College, South 
*Temple Junior College 
*Texarkana Community College 
"Texas Southmost College 
"Tyler Junior College 
Vernon Regional Junior College 
"Victoria College 
*Weatherford College 
Western Texas College 
*Wharton County Junior College 

Special Community/Junior College Campuses 
Lamar University 

Orange County Branch 
Port Arthur Branch 

Texas State Technical Institute 
James Connally Campus 
Mid-Continent Campus 
Rio Grande Campus 
Rolling Plains Campus 
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